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Introduction
This is a very brief article on converting colour images to Black and White. There are a lot of tutorials on
the web on how to do this, and this article won’t cover every method. The author (that’s me) does not
even guarantee the methods proposed here are the best. They’re simply the ones I’ve learned over the
past few years. I don’t do a lot of B/W work.
We will cover 4 software areas:
•
•
•

•

Photoshop Elements – which is within the price range of most amateur photographers, and
sometimes even comes bundled with digital cameras these days,
Photoshop CS –which is aimed at more serious digital image manipulations (Sorry, I don’t have
the newest version, but the areas used haven’t changed much in the last few versions anyway).
Canon Raw Viewer (again, because it’s the one I have) – for those that shoot in RAW mode (we
all do, right?) Maybe someone will write subsequent sections for this article on how to do it in
Raw mode on other cameras
Adobe Lightroom – a digital photo editor and organizer aimed at professional photographers
(or very serious amateurs). This has become the principle tool I use these days. It does 90% of
the types of tweaking I do in my images.

In each example, I’m going to assume you have the image in the format for that tool, whether it be
RAW, JPEG or TIFF. If you are working with editing software, TIFF would be preferred over JPEG. See
your camera and particular software manuals on how to get the image from your camera to the
packages we’ll be discussing.
First, let’s just say it’s not a matter of simply converting the image to “grayscale”. While this will indeed
give you a “black and white” image, it is done in an artless way by the computer, trying to distribute all
colours across the widest range of grays it can. This usually yields an image that could stand to be
improved.
Your results will be better if you start to think like the B/W photographers of “long ago”. Since you have
no colours in your B/W image, you have to think about mapping your colours into shades of gray. For a
given colour, you have to decide how light or dark you want it to appear in the final image. In the “old
days” you would carry a bag of coloured filters; which is an idea that confuses many novice
photographers – why do you need coloured filters when shooting B/W images??!
The effect a colour filter has on B/W photography is to let in more light of its particular colour while
blocking other colours. If you put a red filter on your lens when shooting B/W film, then more red comes
into the camera, while greens and blues are reduced. The end result is that anything that is red in the
image will appear light. Anything that is green or blue will appear darker. So a filter lightens its own
colour and darkens its opposite (for the “opposite” colour, you have to go back to painting and the old
colour wheel). Filters came in the raw red/blue/green primary colours, but also in a variety of others for
mixing tonal ranges (e.g. oranges, yellows).
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So apply this same kind of thinking to your conversion. Start thinking: do I want my reds to be lighter or
darker, and what about the greens? the blues? Luckily with today’s software these colour combinations
can often be adjusted individually rather than having to blanket a scene with one colour filter.

Photoshop Elements
Photoshop Elements (or PSE) was created to have the bare bones of image editing that would be
needed by the average amateur photographer, and also in a more simplified form than that of the more
complex, full featured Photoshop itself. To that end, creating B&W images in Elements is probably the
easiest of the ways presented in this document.

Step 1: Edit your image
Bring up your image in the PSE editor. In this case: an image of a model at an NWPC outing on
emulating the B&W styles of the 40’s and 50’s. (I make no claims on artistic merit of this image, only
that it’s used as an example in this tutorial)
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Step 2: Duplicate the background
Ideally work with layers or adjustment layers, try to
not edit the original image. If you’re shooting RAW,
this is usually not an issue since you had to create a
separate image to import into PSE in the first place. If
you’re going to store this work as a PSD document,
then you can keep the original as a background layer.
Duplicate the background by right-clicking on the layer
and selecting “Duplicate Layer”. You’ll be prompted
for a layer name, you can accept the default values for
now and click OK.
Select the newly copied layer.

Step 3: Convert to Black and White
Go to the Enhance menu and select “Convert to Black and White” (or use Alt-Ctrl-B shortcut). This will
bring up the B&W conversion dialog

Step 4: Filter!!
When the conversion dialog comes up, it shows you a before/after view of your image. You can increase
or decrease the primary colours in steps (the amount of that step is controlled by the slider at the
bottom of the dialog) and you see the results right away in the preview views.
When adjusting the colour channels, you can think back to the old colour filters for B/W film. Clicking
“more red” is like putting a red filter on the lens. The reds in the original image will be a lighter gray.
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“Less Red” is like, ummm, ok, kinda like a green filter. But really you’re making the reds explicitly darker
in that case (the old filter analogy only goes so far! ☺ ).

To start, select a basic “style” that closest approximates the type of image you’re editing. This set the
Red/Blue/Green tone mappings to an initial set that is common for that kind of image. In this case I
started with “Portraits” which has initial settings that usually give good flesh tones.
But in this case, I wanted the red in the lips to be darker in the final image that was initially shown. So I
clicked “less red” a few times until I was happy. I bumped up blue and green equally to bring some
brightness back to the now darkened image. Then one more tap on “more contrast” since we were
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trying to emulate the contrasty style of the 40’s and 50’s in that outing. The moment you start making
adjustments on the image, the “style” will switch from the beginning one you chose to “Custom”.
Once you’re happy with what you’re seeing, click the OK to apply those changes to your B/W layer. If
you feel you’ve screwed up yourr settings too much, click “Reset” to return to the initial settings and
start over. Click Cancel to get out of the dialog without making any changes to your image.

Step 5: Save your masterpiece!
Now save your work! In this case I would do a “Save For Web…”” to create the final JPEG for uploading to
the NWPC site. In that dialog you can set the final size as well (saves you a step or two). Since the B/W
layer is on “top” of the background layer, all you see in the final JPEG is the B/W image.
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Photoshop CS
The full version of Photoshop is much more complex than PSE. So the ways of creating B/W images are
also more complex (because in theory you know more about editing, light theory, etc.).
But there are a couple that aren’t too hard to master, so we’ll touch on them here: using the Lightness
channel in Lab Colour, and custom Grayscale conversion using the Channel Mixer.

Creating B/W Images with Lightness Channel
This is a quick and dirty way to get a B/W image in Photoshop. While it lacks the finesse you can apply
with other methods, it usually gives a decent effect, especially if the image has a lot of contrast to begin
with.
Remember to work on a copy of your original image.
Step 1: Lab Color
Open your image in Photoshop, and under Image/Mode, select Lab Colour. This replaces your normal
Red/Blue/Green channels with the 4 channels used in Lab Color.

Step 2: Discard Color Channels
The lightness channel carries a grayscale version of our image, so select that channel in the channels
panel.
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Now go to Image/Mode again, and this time select “Grayscale”. You will get a warning about discarding
other channels (because we only have the Lightness channel selected at this point), click OK.

Step 3: duplicate base layer
Go back to the Layers panel, right click on the Background layer and select “Duplicate layer”. Select the
new layer and choose Multiply for the blending mode. You now have
a very dark B/W image showing.
Step 4: Adjust to Preference
You can adjust the tonality of the image
now by changing the Opacity of the
background copy layer. Change the
percentage until get you get the
combination of grays that you like. In this
example (at left) I found a transparency of
about 40% looked good to me.
Now you can finish your edits on the
image and save the results.
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Creating B/W Images using the Channel Mixer
The channel mixer appears to be the favorite choice of the professionals (judging by Google results). It
allows you to control all three colour channels in much the same way you do in PSE, though with more
control.
Step 1: Open Channel Mixer
Again, open your image in Photoshop and create an adjustment layer on the
main background, selecting “Channel Mixer” (see right). You could also do
this under Image/Adjustments, but by using an adjustment layer, it’s easier
to undo/change your settings later.
Step 2: Switch to Monochrome
When the channel mixer dialog comes up it is set up for working in RGB
colour but since we’re going to create a B/W image, click the Monochrome
checkbox at the bottom. The output channel
changes to “Gray” and our image is now
grayscale. (see left)
Step 3: Blend
The idea when blending the colour channels for grayscale is to make
sure the percentages always add up to 100%. You can tweak the overall
brightness of the image using the “Constant” slider.

Again, you can lighten/darken the colour
channels individually until you get the
look you’re after. In the example below, I
tried 0% red (since I wanted the lips
darker) and blue/green to 80%/20% and
bumped up brightness about 10%.
One last quick tip… Jim DiVitale suggests
if you want an “instant Ansel Adams”
look, use the following settings:
•
•
•

Red: 160%,
Green: 140%
Blue: -200%

(which adds up to 100%) This works best
with dramatic landscapes such as those
Adams used to do.
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Canon Raw Viewer
I have a Canon 20D and shoot almost exclusively in RAW
mode. It comes with a “Raw Viewer” tool that can help you do
basic B/W manipulations. I will comment on it here since it’s
what I have. I assume other camera manufacturers also have
similar tools for their Raw formats and probably supply similar
capabilities.

Open the raw image in question and bring up the Raw
Adjustment dialog (Ctrl-T). The Adjustment dialog allows you
to apply any of the settings you can on the camera, meaning you don’t have to fiddle while shooting;
you can do it later (as long as you’re shooting in Raw!).
Select the B/W mode and the image converts to grayscale (this is a non-destructive change at this
point, your original colour image is still intact, we’re just changing how we view that data.
Now you can apply traditional “filters” to the image. Select the traditional colour filter from the Filter
Effect dropdown list. You can choose from None, Yellow (darken s blue skies), Orange, Green, Red.
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To make the lips darker for example, apply the green filter. To make them lighter, apply the red filter.
See the examples below.
Green filter applied:

Red filter applied

When you have selected the treatments you want for your image, you can use the Raw Viewer’s export
capability to create a JPEG or TIFF of your image.
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Adobe Lightroom
Lightroom by Adobe is a “digital workflow” application created for professional photographers (or
serious amateurs). It provides database capabilities to allow you to assign keywords to images and
search for images based on a number of criteria. It is intended to work mostly with RAW type images
(or Adobe’s open format equivalent: the Digital Negative or DNG).
It has some powerful tools for manipulating exposure in RAW images (it is designed to work on the
whole image at once, if you want to do spot editing, you still need an editing application like
Photoshop).
Creating B/W images in Lightroom is relatively straight forward. Open the image in “Develop” mode
and in the Basic panel, select Grayscale for the “Treatment”.

You can adjust the exposure, recover blown highlights, or bring out details from shadows, the same as
usual.
Once you have basic exposure to your liking, you can move on to tonal control. Go to the
HSL/Colour/Grayscale panel and select Grayscale (see below).
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This panel gives you more fine tuned control over the colour channels. Not just Red/Blue/Green, but
also yellow, aqua, magenta, etc. Remember, Lightroom operates on the image as a whole. So when I
reduce the Red slider to darken the lips, I am darkening any reds buried in the other colours (so her pink
flesh in this example will darken somewhat as well).
Lightroom also has the colour selector that allows you to click on a part of your image and then
brighten/darken that specific colour (actually you will move a combination of sliders that make up that
colour). Again, always remember that this works on the image as a whole.
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